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Abstract
Risk management in agriculture is an increasingly important topic. At the farm level, it
has received little attention in Europe despite the fact that deregulation of agricultural
markets inEUmember states (and acceding countries)will expose farmers tomorerisks.
The opportunities to study the impact of these emerging risks are elaborated on by
introducing the concept of farm-specific whole-farm analysis. We state that, analyzing
the impact of deregulation of agricultural markets and evaluating the merits of new risk
reducing instruments requires a method of farm-specific whole-farm analysis. The paper
concludes by identifying areas for further research in the field of whole-farm risk
management.
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1Introduction

The actual and projected deregulation of agricultural markets in EU member states will
result in, amongst other things, the fact that agricultural firms will increasingly be
confronted with price-making in international markets, such as the world market. This
generally means lower and definitely more fluctuating prices (Huirne et al., 1997;
Meuwissen etal., 1999).Theseprojected impactsofpolicychangesarealsoimportant for
those countries joining the EU in the near future. In such a liberalized and complex
world, new types of farming will develop facing new kinds of risk, someofwhich being
catastrophic and disruptive. These emerging risks combined with the growing
'securitization' of financial markets and risk-sharing instruments, has created an
awareness ofthe need and scope for better management ofagricultural risks,not only for
individual farmers, butfor allfirmsintheagricultural supply chain.This impliesthatrisk
consideration will become more important and should be addressed in a more formal
way.

A considerable amount of general work had been done on issues such as on-farm risk
management and the use of some well-established risk-sharing instruments such as
commodity futures and conventional insurance. There are, however, three limitations to
this accumulated body of knowledge. First, new instruments are being developed apace,
creating a need for better and quicker ways of analyzing their worth. Second, and more
seriously, a large proportion of the past work on financial instruments for risk
management has been done using partial analysis, i.e.'assessing the merits of using each
particular risk/risk instrument alone. However, such partial analyses may be flawed,
perhaps misleading, especially (but not solely) where the instruments or strategies
analyzed are strongly negatively correlated with other parts of the farm firm.1 Third, the
analyses were very general in nature and not tailored to individual (farm) production
1

Dohertyand Schlesinger(1983) showed thatthe interactionsbetween portfolio elements
have significant implications for insurance strategies which might explain apparently
'irrational' behaviourwhereby individuals insure somerisks fully andothersnotatall.
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circumstances. It is hardly recognized that the farm manager himself has a potential to
influence and improve his own risk situation through on-farm risk management
strategies.
Given this changing risk environment, decision makers in agriculture need tofindways
to cope with the new risks they are confronted with. In this context, we will present the
concept of whole-farm risk management. This paper first discusses risk management in
general (definition, sources of risk, and risk-management strategies).Next, opportunities
for broadening the scope ofrisk management iselaborated onby introducing theconcept
of whole-farm risk management. The paper concludes by identifying areas for further
research inthefieldofwhole-farm risk management.

2Risk management

The terms of 'risk' and 'uncertainty' can be defined in various ways (Hardaker et al.,
2004). Uncertainty is the result of incomplete knowledge. Risk can be defined as
uncertain consequences or results at the moment of making decisions. Risk particularly
concernsexposuretounwanted, negativeconsequences.Riskmanagement, asdepicted in
Figure 1,isthe systematic application ofmanagement policies, procedures and practices
tothetasksof 1)identifying, 2)analyzing,3)evaluating and decision making and finally
4)monitoringandreviewingrisk(Hardakeretal.,2004).
Risk Management

Identifyingrisk

Analysingrisk
(frequencyandmagnitude)

Evaluatinganddecisionmaking
(onfarmstrategiesandrisktransfer)
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Figure 1:Anoutlineofthesteps inrisk management.

2.1 Typesofrisk

Risks can be classified into various types of risk. For most agricultural risks the
classification of Hardaker et al. (4004) can be used, who distinguish between business
risks and financial risks.Businessrisks includeproduction risks and pricerisks.Business
risks furthermore include personal risks and institutional risk. The other type of risk,
financial risk, refers to the risks related to the way a farm is financed. In the following
paragraphsthevarioustypesofriskswill beelaborated on.

Production risks in agriculture refer to the uncertainty of physical yield of animals and
cropswhich come from the unpredictable nature oftheweather and uncertainty aboutthe
performance of crops and livestock as result of for example diseases and infestations.
Becauseofthisthe sector isanoutstanding example ofbeingexposed toproduction risks
(Anderson et al., 1977; Barry et al., 2000; Van Asseldonk et al., 2001;Hardaker et al.,
2004).

Moreover, the prices of production that are purchased (such as concentrates, fertilizer,
pesticides and machines) and of products sold (such as milk, tomatoes and cut flowers)
arenot known,atleastnot atthemoment decisionsonthese havetobetaken.Asalready
mentioned, farmers are increasingly exposed to price-making forces in unpredictable
markets.Thus,marketandpricerisksare important factors.

Governments form another source of risk to farmers. Changes in laws and regulations
with respect to running the farm can have far-reaching consequences for farm results.
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Examples are the continuing changes in the regulations as to environment, pesticides,
animal diseases and animal welfare. On the other hand, governments have also set off
particularrisks(uptonow).

Farmersworkingontheir farms areariskthemselvestotheprofitability andcontinuityof
thefarm. Thefarm's survival maybethreatened bydeathoftheowner,orbydivorceofa
couple together running the farm. Long-term illness of the owner or employees can also
cause considerable losses or can increase the costs considerably. Such risks are called
humanorpersonalrisks.

There are also financial risks involved (Belli et al., 2001). These are related to the
financing of the farm. Using borrowed capital (such as mortgages and the like) means
that first the interest needs to be paid before increasing one's equity capital. For farms
withrelatively muchdebtcapital (for example,asaresultof large investments),littlewill
be left as a reward to one's equity capital attimes ofhigh interest rates.Only farms that
are entirely equity-financed are not subject to such financial risks, but yet can sustain
capital loss.Other risks connected to use of credit and loans are uncertain interest rates
andnotbeingabletoobtain aloanormortgage.

2.2Reducingandsharing risk

Risks arethus unavoidable and influence almost any decision the farmer takes.That isto
say risks are there, but can be counteracted. The farmer should anticipate such risks by
his management. There are two categories of measures to reduce risks: taking measures
within the farm and sharing risks with others (Huirne et al., 1997; Belli et al., 2001;
Huirne,2002;Hardakeretal.,2004).
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On many uncertain events (extra) information can be obtained easily. For example,
asking for the weather forecast, analyzing feed or soil samples and consulting experts.
Also particular risks can possibly be avoided or prevented. It is known that certain
activities carry more risks than other. Another good strategy to minimize risks is not to
put all one's money on a single farm activity. By selecting a mixture of activities, risks
can be considerably reduced. The same holds for having various suppliers and buyers.
Flexibilitycanbementioned asalastmeasureatfarm level.Flexibility refers tohowwell
a farm can anticipate changing conditions. For example, by investing in multi-purpose
machinesandbuildings.

The second set of measures refers to sharing risks with others (Huirne et al., 1997;
Hardaker etal., 2004).Onepossibility here isbuying insurance.Atthe moment thereare
several types of insurance available,with which, by payment of a premium, risks can be
reduced or even eliminated. The farmer can also conclude contracts for example with
suppliers and buyers in which price agreements are laid down. Agreements can bemade
on the duty to deliver and to buy as well as on the quality of the products or raw
materials. Lastly, by using the futures market, price risks can largely be eliminated. The
futures market is not yet very well known in the EU member states, but in the US it is
popular for anumberofagricultural products.

3Prospect forwhole-farm riskmanagement

As described in the introduction the actual and projected deregulation of agricultural
markets in EU member states and acceding countries will most likely result in more
fluctuating prices. Most farmers will try to reduce this risk if this has a considerable
influence ontheir incomeorwealth (Anderson etal., 1977;Belli etal.,2001; Hardakeret
al.,2004).Theopportunitiestoevaluatethisdecision makingproblem iselaborated onby
introducingtheconceptofwhole-farm risk management.
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Consider a newly introduced form of insurance that indemnifies farmer policy-holders
against low income from a particular crop. By taking up such a policy a farmer will
normally be accepting a small reduction of expected net returns from the crop (mainly
duetothepremiumpaid),but isguardingagainst veryunfavorable outcomes.Onthe face
of it,itseemsthatonlyarisk-averse farmer would consider buying such apolicy andthe
decision would depend onthe cost ofthe premium relative tothe benefit perceived from
the reduction in down-side risk, as well as on the degree of risk aversion. With
information about the farmer's attitude to risk and about the probability distribution of
returnsfrom thecrop,achoicetoinsureornotcanapparently berationalized.

However,that isnotthewholestory.First,ourfarmer hasnow 'locked out' onesourceof
risk of a bad overall outcome, so he or she can now be rather more adventurous in
making other risky decisions about next year's production. These more adventurous
decisions are likelyto increase expected returnsatthecostof someincrease intheriskof
a bad result. Moreover, almost by definition, an insurance instrument is a risky prospect
that isnegatively correlated with the risk insured.Yet infarming there isoften apositive
correlation between risky production prospects - most crop yields are positively
correlated, and so too are many product prices. A negative correlation of the insurance
with the returns from crops and livestock might mean that, by purchasing the insurance,
the farmer can ineffect 'trade away' notonly some oftherisk inthe specific production
insured, but also some part of the risk inother production activities. Moreover, with this
additional risk reduction, heor she isstill better placed tobemore adventurous inchoice
ofproduction options.Forexample,theavailability ofanewriskmanagement instrument
mayallowthefarmer toborrowmoretoinvest inimproving productivity.

Ingeneral, itwill be impossible to saywhetherthe neteffect ofthe introduction ofanew
riskmanagement instrument will increaseorreduceeitherthemeanorthevariance ofnet
returns. It depends on how the interactions with other risks on the farm and with other
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risk management instruments work out.All wecan be sure of isthat, ifthedecisions are
taken rationally, the farmer's utility should not go down and would normally remain the
sameonly ifheorshefound thenew instrumentunattractive.
Insummary,the meritofadding any risky prospect intoanexisting farm businesscannot
beassessed without considering the potential impact onthe risk-efficiency of net returns
from the whole portfolio of farm-specific risky prospects (including any off-farm
investments or income-earning ventures).This istruewhethertheadded prospect isinthe
form ofanewproduction activity,anewmethod offinancing, oranewrisk management
instrument.And, inmaking anevaluation, itisnecessary totakeaccount ofthe stochastic
dependencies, such as the correlations, between the new activity and the existing ones.
Indeed, there is no difference in principle inthe form of analysis needed to examine the
impact of deregulation of agricultural markets on the one hand or the merits of insuring
orhedgingonthe futures marketontheother.
Evidently, analyzing the impact of deregulation of agricultural markets in combination
with the merits of new risk instruments or, indeed of any new production or marketing
initiative on a farm, requires a method offarm-specific whole-farm analysisthat will
accommodate allthese interactions.Ageneral method for thishasbeenknown for along
time- sincethe pioneeringportfolioselection work of Markowitz published in 1959and
the even earlier work of Freund (1956), who showed how quadraticriskprogramming
(QRP) could be used to maximize the expected utility of a risk averse decision maker
subject toasetofresource andotherconstraints.

The possible farm plans (i.e., alternatives) can be divided into an efficient set and an
inefficient set. The inefficient set contains those alternatives that are dominated (e.g.,by
an alternative results in a higher expected return with the same level of risk) by
alternatives in the efficient set. The optimal alternative for the decision-maker will lie
among the alternatives on the efficiency frontier. As can be seen from a hypothetical
example presented in Figure 2, alternatives A and B are not dominated by any other
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alternative and are therefore efficient. Alternative C is inefficient because A and C are
indifferent with respect to the amount of risk but the expected return is lower for C.
Alternatively formulated, Band Care indifferent with respect tothe expected return but
C is riskier. Within this concept, risk is included to discriminate amongst risky
alternatives.Riskasvariability canbeapproximated bysomestatisticofdispersion ofthe
distribution of economic outcomes. Variance isthe most-commonly used risk parameter
resulting inexpected value-variance (EV)basedefficiency frontiers.

Figure 2:Efficient frontier inaportfolio selectionmodel.

Notwithstanding the short classification ofmodels attempted above,the reality isthatthe
combination of the ingenuity of analysts and the new computing power and capacity is
leading to the emergence of such farm-specific (new risk) models that better match a
particular purpose (such as scenario analysis). Perhaps the main challenge in putting the
powerful risk methods to work in farm system portfolio analysis is to find a way of
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appropriately specifying the stochastic structure of the model. Getting the joint
distribution of all the main uncertain variables adequately specified is nearly always a
very toughjob. Usually, a comprehensive, long-run set of relevant farm-level historical
datawillnotbeavailable. Evenwhenthereisagood dataset,theworld hasbecomesuch
a turbulent place that the relevance of such historical data to modeling the future is
dubious. With some imagination, it may be possible to make use of such data and to
'adapt' them to represent the future being modeled (Hardaker et al., 2004). More often,
however, the available historical data will be too irrelevant in time and space, or too
limited in scope, to be useful. By definition, there are no data available for analyzing
future riskscenarios.
In that case, the need isto capture the stochastic structure in some other plausible way.
This is an area of active research, but perhaps the most promising line is to develop a
computer simulation model, as simple as isjudged adequate to meet the case, that will
embody within it the main cause and effect relationships creating the stochastic
dependencies amongthevariables ofinterest.Partsofthesimulation model maybebased
of regression estimates of key relationships. Other parts may comprise 'engineering'
formulae reflecting the accumulated knowledge of agricultural scientists or other experts
about how some aspects of the world work, or they may be based on the best expert
guesses available at that time. Once constructed and, so far as possible, verified and
validated, Monte Carlo sampling methods can be used to produce as large a sample as
required drawn from the implied joint distribution of the stochastic coefficients of
interest.
Different modelsofthekind indicated abovewould beneeded for different typesof farm.
Within a general farming type in a particular region, it should be possible to initialize a
developed model and to adapt the associated stochastic simulation to suit the
circumstances of particular farms or the special needs of a particular analysis. Such a
farm-specific development of the models would generally include the normal range of
on-farm production activities with their associated resource constraints. Also included
10
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would bethe range orrisk-sharing instruments currently available, suchasvarious forms
of insurance,different financing arrangements.
4Conclusion

From the above, we conclude and define a number of areas for further research in the
field of whole-farm risk management. It makes sense to do a careful analysis of risky
prospects,atleastfor important decisions,entailing:
-

thoughtful assembly and assessment of available information to assess
probabilities;

-

careful andconsistent assessmentofdegreeofriskaversion;

-

integration of the components in a systematic analysis leading to a
recommendation foraction.

However, decision analysis is neither easy nor cheap, which is only partly why it is not
used more often. But it iswrong and misleading to put risk analysis in abox on itsown
and it should really be part of almost any professional analysis of almost any important
issue. To account for all risk in all that we do would be impossible, even dealing
systematically with major risks is a huge task. So we must be realistic and concentrate
what really matters. In such cases, surely some risk analysis, even if superficial, will
often be better than ignoring risk altogether. The latter is especially the case for risks
introduced by the actual and projected deregulation of agricultural markets in EU
member statesandthosecountriesjoiningtheEUinthenear future.
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